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Higher education in Kazakhstan: 
some methods of its improving

How to take a fresh look at the existing domestic experience of train
ing and education of future professionals based overseas, rethink it, to find 
ways to use innovative ideas to the practice of higher schools of Kazakh
stan: a) the study, identifying the positive and negative aspects of different 
social and educational processes in the field of education abroad, are im
portant to obtain practically useful knowledge as a basis for further scientif
ic discussion and as a prerequisite for the further carrying out experimental 
work at the national level in the interest of development of the theory and 
practice of domestic pedagogics. b) improvement of the process of train
ing and education of future specialists in modern Kazakhstan High school 
with the help of the aggregate foreign experience should be based on the 
existence of virtually identical priorities that will be the basis for the entry 
of Kazakhstan into the world educational field as an equal; 

The maximum success in modernization of the higher educational sys
tem in RK can be achieved in case all program directions of the Govern
ment placed into educational policy take all the best possible from positive 
potential of the US Higher educational system in main directions: quali
tative selection of schoolleavers, qualitative teaching staff, high level of 
organizing of teaching process, finance provision, development of the in
frastructure of the university.

Key words: high school, the process of restructuring, global priori
ties, integration into the global educational environment, reforming the 
national education system.

До сыбaевa Г.K.

Қaзaқстaндa жоғaры бі лім 
бе ру ді ре формaлaудa жоғaры 

тиім ді лік ке қол жет кі зу

Қолдaныстa бaр отaндық оқы ту тә жі ри бе сі не жә не жaңa 
мaмaндaрды дaярлaудaғы бі лім бе ру ге, ше тел дің оқы ту тә жі ри бе
сін ес ке ре оты рып, жaңa көзқaрaсқa қaлaй ие бо луғa болaды, оны ой 
еле гі нен қaйтa өт кі зіп, Қaзaқстaндaғы жоғaры оқу орындaрындaғы 
оқы ту прaктикaсындa жaңa ин новaция лық идеялaрды пaйдaлaну 
жолдaрын тaбу. Әлем де гі зaмaнaуи жоғaры бі лім бе ру стaндaрттaры
ның дaмуы AҚШ тә жі ри бе сі не қы зы ғу шы лық тaны тып, оның 
болaшaқ кә сі би мaмaндaрды дa йын дaу әдіс те рі ре тін де қолдaныс 
тaбуғa мүм кін дік ту ғыз ды. Қaзaқстaнның жоғaрғы бі лім бе ру тә жі
ри бе мен сaлыс тырғaндa, қaйтa құ ру үде ріс те рі нің өте бaяу жүр гі зі ліп 
жaтқaнын aңғaрт ты.

Тү йін  сөз дер: жоғaры мек те бі, жоғaры бі лім бе ру де гі қaйтa құ
рулaр үде рі сі, әлем дік бі лім бе ру ке ңіс ті гін де гі ин тегрa ция, ұлт тық 
бі лім бе ру ді ре формaлaу.

До сыбaевa Г.K.

Выс шее обрaзовa ние в 
Кaзaхстaне:  

пу ти его ре фор ми ровa ния

Сегодня важно поно во му вз гля нуть нa имею щий ся оте че ст вен
ный опыт обу че ния и вос питa ния бу ду щих спе циaлис тов с уче том 
зaру беж но го, пе ре ос мыс лить его, нaйти пу ти ис поль зовa ния пе ре до
вых идей в прaкти ке выс ших школ Кaзaхстaнa.

Необ хо ди мо от ме тить, что нa сов ре мен ном этaпе рaзви тия выс
шей шко лы Кaзaхстaнa про цесс пе ре ст рой ки выс ше го обрaзовa ния 
в соот ве тс твии с ми ро вы ми приори тетaми про текaет достaточ
но ин тен сив но. В свя зи с тем, что сов ре мен ный этaп рaзви тия 
обрaзовa ния в ми ре хaрaкте ри зует ся по вы ше нием ин те ресa к опы
ту выс ше го обрaзовa ния СШA, ин тен сив ным ис поль зовa нием его 
в про фес сионaль ной под го тов ке бу ду щих спе циaлис тов, то про
цесс ин тегрaции выс ше го обрaзовa ния в Кaзaхстaне в ми ро вое 
обрaзовaтельное прострaнс тво, ре фор ми ровa ние нaционaль ной сис
те мы обрaзовa ния проис хо дит и дос тигaет мaксимaльно го эф фектa. 

Клю че вые словa: высшaя школa, про цесс пе ре ст рой ки, ми ро вые 
приори те ты, ин тегрaция в ми ро вое обрaзовaтельное прострaнс тво, 
ре фор ми ровa ние нaционaль ной сис те мы обрaзовa ния.
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The maximum success in modernization of the higher educational 
system in RK can be achieved in case all program directions of the 
Government placed into educational policy take all the best possible 
from positive potential of the US higher educational system in main 
directions: qualitative selection of school-leavers, qualitative teaching 
staff, high level of organizing of teaching process, finance provision, 
development of the infrastructure of the university. The analysis and 
study of literature on the given problem have revealed that in the Re-
public Kazakhstan different aspects of comparative pedagogics, meth-
ods of comparative and pedagogical researches, educational policy of 
the higher education are regarded in various works and researches. 
Alongside with it the problem of the quality of the educational system 
of RK, tendencies of its reforming, the issues of globalization and inte-
gration, the development of the national model of the higher education 
are also considered in various scientific works. The detailed and full 
analysis in carried out in these works. The authors outline their vision of 
the national model of the education in RK which should take all the best 
from world experience adding local cultural and educational peculiari-
ties. But in all scientific works the problems and importance of launch-
ing of advanced practice and traditions of the western universities into 
local pedagogical practice have not been solved. 

In paragraph number 4 which is called «Knowledge and pro-
fessional skills – the key indicators of modern educational system, 
training and retraining of the staff with the new course «Kazakh-
stan – 2050», the Leader of the nation in his Appeal to the nation 
instructs the Government to provide the development of engineer-
ing education and modern technical specialties with awarding inter-
national certificates starting from 2013. Professional and technical 
higher education should focus on maximum satisfaction of current 
and perspective needs of national economics in specialists. It will 
solve the problem of employment of people. The higher institutions 
should not be limited by only educational functions. They should 
create and develop the applied and scientific – research units. The 
universities which have been guaranteed the academic autonomy 
should not be restricted by perfection of their teaching programs, 
but should develop actively their scientific- research actively [1].

The willingness of RK integration into the world educational 
community, to acknowledgment of our diplomas and our special-
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ists in the countries of the civilized world make us 
analyze the US system of higher education, reveal 
its peculiarities and pay attention to its positive 
sides. We should not simply fix their positive ten-
dencies in the practical work at the universities of 
RK. All mentioned above testify the availability of 
contradiction of the need of RK to the world modern 
tendencies and real situation of this problem in the 
country. The given contradiction has determined the 
theme of my research: what are the tendencies and 
peculiarities of the development of the higher edu-
cation of the USA. So, the subject of my research 
is the perfection of training and upbringing of the 
future specialists in the modern higher institutions 
of RK with the help of combined US experience. 

The comprehensive analysis of all mentioned 
scientific works prove that in the world community 
the modernization of the higher education systems 
is in full swing. The special attention in these coun-
tries is paid to the quality of training highly quali-
fied and professional university graduates. It can be 
attained by providing the best financial, technical, 
psychological and pedagogical conditions, by com-
prehensive development of infrastructure, selection 
of educational conceptions, pedagogical methods 
and technologies, textbooks and a proper choice of 
highly professional staff. The study of working ex-
perience of the higher institutions in RK convince 
us that the process of reforming of higher education 
in our country is rather slow, meanwhile at the mod-
ern stage of educational development in the world 
is characterized by increasing interest to the experi-
ence of US higher education, by intensive usage of it 
in professional training of future specialists.

In accordance with the problem, aim, hypothesis 
and the subject of the research the following tasks 
have been put:

To develop scientifically proved conclusions and 
recommendations on usage of positive experience of 
the USA for higher educational system of RK.

Thus in the conclusion, the perfection of the 
teaching process and upbringing of future specialists 
in modern higher education of Republic Kazakhstan 
using the combined experience of foreign countries 
should be based on similar priority directions which 
can be the basis for RK to enter the world educa-
tional community on equal.

 If we take the combined experience of the USA 
and RK we will be able to approach the quality and 
system of the preparation of the specialists to the 
world standards as the US educational system is the 
most successful, competitive and productive.

To develop scientifically proved conclusions and 
recommendations on usage of positive experience 
of the USA for higher educational system of RK.

Comprehensive analysis of the development of 
the higher education system of the USA allows to 
make up the following conclusions:

1. The study of the foreign pedagogical 
experience may be one of the possible ways of 
increasing the efficiency of the higher education in 
Kazakhstan. The science of education (educology) 
as any other spheres of knowledge and practice 
can’t be developing in isolation from the world 
experience. 

Creative use of foreign high school practice 
and pedagogics, accumulation of knowledge on 
tendencies of foreign educational systems, prognosis 
of their development provide intact vision of modern 
educational problems and ways of their solution.

2. The most important tendencies of the 
higher educational system in the USA are: 
globalization, technologization, computerization, 
internationalization and through these things to 
strengthen positions at world educational market. 
The brilliant developments of all these tendencies 
make US educational system highly competitive all 
over the world [2].

3. The major indices of high competition of the 
US higher education are: in the rating of the best 
world universities 60 of them are from the USA. In 
the country there is the largest number of outstanding 
specialists with the world fame and consequently 
the outstanding fundamental researches which 
is also testified by the number of Nobel Prize 
winners. The American system of higher education 
is perfectly harmonized with demands of industry 
and large corporations, large and small firms and 
characterized by high quality and efficiency of 
multilevel preparation of specialists especially in 
post diploma preparation that all attracts increasing 
number of students throughout the world [3].

Thus, it follows that productively and 
entrepreneurship are the peculiar features of the 
modern educational system of the USA which lead 
to the following conclusions:

– decreasing the importance of systematic 
fundaments;

– search for innovation; 
– the organization of teaching process with 

emphasis on interdisciplines, on serious independent 
work of the students as the main requirements of the 
quality; 

– the qualitative selection of school-leavers 
through social colleges and highly professional 
teachers [5].

6. The main problems of the higher educational 
system of RK which restrain its development are:

– low level of specialists’ preparation for 
innovative sphere. There can be mentioned such 
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things as: low level of development of innovative 
infrastructure of science and education, low 
innovative direction of educational programs, poor 
financial provision in all specialties especially 
technical ones. Besides students take weak part in 
carrying out state scientific and scientific–technical 
programs linked with innovative activity, the 
absence of effective connection of education and 
science with industry and so on.

– low demand of post-graduates after graduating 
from universities. The closure of specialties not 
competitive at market is slowly resolved;

– the system of higher education in RK can’t 
provide outstripping education, can’t prepare 
specialists with orientation on technological progress 
and specialists able to change briefly their profession.

– there are significant problems in infor-
matization of higher education. Existing state inter-
regional channels do not meet requirements of 
informatization of education, standard juridical basis 
is poorly developed and there is lack of electronic 
products in official language, lack of preparation 
of specialists in informatics and informational 
technologies in official language.

Besides there is no program provision for devel-
oping educational portals, electronic libraries, me-
diateques and the distance education is very poor in 
the country. 

7. Also it is necessary decentralize the manag-
ing of higher institutions and to give them academic 
freedoms, to select highly professional staff, to raise 
the role of pedagogical , technical and medical col-
leges, to put responsibility for sustaining advanced 
researches on the local bodies. Attention should be 
paid to charity activities stimulated by tax legisla-
tion. It gives the opportunity to the talented students 
from poor families to get education in the most ex-
pensive and prestigious universities of the world , 
to invite foreign teachers and professors whose in-
tellectual and cultural resources will promote the 
development of higher institutions of Kazakhstan, 
adherence to traditions and to raising the image of 
university. These indices can be taken by the Minis-
try of Education of RK into account while: 

– developing and applying the single indepen-
dent system of assessment of the results of educa-
tion that may destroy subjectiveness, manipulation 
of republic opinion.

– defining the rating of universities according 
to quality of educational services and give the stu-
dents opportunity to choose university which meets 
their demands; 

– calculating the amount of state financing of 
universities and while calculating expenditures on 

one student which can lead to competition of uni-
versities for each student and the number of stu-
dents will be defined by the quality of educational 
services. 

– considering the appliance of monetary means 
of tax stimulation of business structures in case they 
support the universities.

To perfect the system of higher education in RK 
it is reasonable: 

– to introduce the multilevel preparation of spe-
cialists according to the American model. 

The introduction of it will make Kazakhstan:
– competitive in qualitative education that will 

attract many foreign citizens; – it will integrate such 
advantages of the American higher education as: di-
versity of educational institutions – from small hu-
manitarian colleges to large state and private univer-
sities including research and corporative universities 
the analogues of which there are no in Kazakhstan.

8. Introduction of decentralization of manage-
ment in Kazakhstani Universities and providing of 
academic freedoms will allow:

– to stimulate innovative activity of universi-
ties and its staff on developing more perfect stan-
dards, teaching programs and courses according to 
adequate modern requirements and appliance into 
teaching process innovative technologies and meth-
ods of teaching;

– to continue the work on developing multime-
dia and electronic textbooks, the use of computer 
teaching and controlling programs in the teaching 
process. Also it is necessary to create interdisciplin-
ary courses, and joined programs of teaching and 
scientific researches with scientific and education-
al institutions of foreign countries and post-soviet 
countries. Which provide competition of our post-
graduates at the world market. 

– to abolish single standards, single teaching 
plans that restrain creative approach, creative initia-
tive and sound competition between universities for 
qualitative education;

– to raise the responsibility of the universi-
ties for retraining pedagogical staff for working on 
new innovative technologies for utmost informa-
tization and computerization of teaching process, 
for giving a free access of students and professors 
to informational resources, for application and de-
velopment of distance education, and forming the 
market of on-line education of students. The uni-
versities should also be responsible for developing 
finance provision of universities, for developing 
infrastructures, for raising the image of the univer-
sity, for developing fundamental and applied re-
searches, for creating new techno parks and techno 
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polices which are to be linking elements between 
production and education.

2. Nowadays the higher education is highly de-
veloping in the USA. The US educational strategy, 
the system of higher education in particular, is rec-
ognized as the most effective and successful.

3. The most important tendencies characteristic 
for the USA higher education system are: globaliza-
tion, technologization, computerization, internati-
olization and aspiration through these tendencies to 
strengollowing then their position at world educa-
tion market.

4. The key indicators of high competitiveness of 
the American higher education are: in the ranking 
of the best world universities there are 60 American 
universities, in the USA there are the largest num-
ber of outstanding specialists who are regarded to be 
the best or one of the best specialists in their fields 
and consequently are the best in different basic re-
searches. The USA has 9 Nobel prize winners more 
than in any other country. And all these come as evi-
dence that American higher education system is the 
best in the world and it is in harmony with the needs 
of industry and powerful corporations, of small and 
huge firms. This educational system is character-
ized by high quality and productivity of multistage 
preparation of specialists particularly at postgradu-
ate training. It attracts constantly increasing number 
of students from all over the world. The American 
universities are characterized by high technological 
support an well-developed infrastructure, by signifi-
cant amount of financing both as the part of state as-
sistance and from private sources as well. It includes 
financial costs on each student, high traditionalism. 
In the USA the system of charity activity is highly 
developed that is stimulated by tax legislation. The 
basic of high competitiveness of the US higher edu-
cation system is decentralization of university man-
agement and provision of academic freedom.

5. Under the influence of globalization, tech-
nologization, internalization, increasing market 
relations the active reforming of all American uni-
versities is under way. It concerns both national 
universities and the private ones as well. They are 
transformed into economic corporations linked with 
industry and education. Thus, we can conclude the 
peculiarity of the American higher education system 
as productivity and entrepreneurship [4].

6. One of the peculiarities of the US higher edu-
cation system at the modern level is the distributive 
education or life-long education. The significant fea-
ture of the distributive or life-long education is the 
fact that education in a person’s life is distributed 
in small portions and comes along with their public 

work. Despite the certain similarities the distributive 
education is not quite the same as the system of con-
tinuous education and it doesn’t replace it. Thus, the 
system of continuous education provides for joint 
educational possibilities as in official so in unofficial 
systems. The system of distributive education lies in 
fact that your public work is quite common between 
educational periods. We are speaking not only of 
postgraduate education but also of retraining educa-
tion caused by changing economical situation in the 
country. The periods of public work are alternated 
by the process of after-secondary education which 
is regarded as the necessary component of getting 
the higher professional education. The vital chain 
education-work-leisure-pension is broken, there ap-
pear opportunity to coordinate it in accordance with 
public query, as well as with their own wishes and 
needs, which could substantially vary during human 
life [5].

We can make the following conclusion that the 
organization of postgraduate education is necessary 
for RK entering into the number of 30 developed 
countries of the world. The country should create 
maximum score for development of creative poten-
tials of students, for revealing talents and abilities 
of a person to serve the society. So, one of the aims 
of educational program of undergraduates should 
be forming of additional professional competency 
linked both with scientific – research and practical 
activity. Availability of these trends of world edu-
cational space requires comprehensive attention to 
the issues of high quality higher education. It will 
provide well – trained graduates who are able to be-
come in future outstanding representatives of some 
fields of social life and to make professional and cre-
ative elite of the country.

Under reforming conditions of the national 
educational system, its integration into the world 
educational space it is very important to be aware 
of modern foreign educational practice, to be able 
to analyze processes in the educational sphere and 
abroad. The developing internationalization of all 
aspects of social life demands constant analyzing of 
all processes in the educational sphere and abroad 
and its accordance with local educational system. 
The study of the state, regularities and tendencies 
of the development of educational systems in com-
parison with different countries and regions of the 
world, its national and regional specification is one 
of the important means of social and «cultural» 
progress and unity of the nations.

All these statements have become the basis of 
my interest and study of the US educational expe-
rience aimed at perfection of education and bring-
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ing up future specialists in Kazakhstan. The major 
methodological issues were in the problem how to 
use expediently the achievements of the USA. The 
problem is how to look in fresh eye at the local ex-
perience and try to grow up future specialists taking 
into account the advanced ideas from the practice of 
the higher institutions of Kazakhstan. I have taken 
into consideration the points of view of different sci-
entists: 

a) the study, revelation of all negative and posi-
tive social and pedagogical processes which occur 
in the educational sphere abroad are important for 
getting useful knowledge as the basis of further sci-
entific research and as precondition for further ex-
perimental activity at national level for developing 
theory and practice of the local pedagogy (Higher 
education today 2004:32-36).

Thus, the conducted analysis of the comparative 
pedagogy gives me the following summaries: 

– one of the possible means of searching ways 
of rising efficiency of higher education in Kazakh-
stan is study of foreign pedagogical experience; 

– the most precious in any research is not blind 
copying but creative usage of foreign experience in 
the practice of higher education and pedagogy. Ac-
cumulation of foreign experience tendencies lets us 
comprehend better the priorities of the local higher 
education, direct and forecast its development. It 
gives us the full vision of modern problems in edu-
cation and ways of solving them. 

2. The state of the Problem.
The major problems of Republic Kazakhstan 

higher educational system holding back its develop-
ment are: 

– availability of centralized management of 
higher institutions by the Ministry of Education of 
RK and lack of academic freedoms, unified stan-
dards deviation of which is regarded as serious 
drawback during the certification or accreditation of 
higher institutions.

– the low degree of demand of graduates shortly 
after graduating from university. Not any company, 
firm or enterprise no matter state or private wants 
to hire a graduate without experience. It causes dif-
ficulties while applying for a job.

– duplication of specialists in state and non-
state universities leads to over-production and be-
sides the graduates have different levels of edu-
cation. According to various experts only 30-40 
percent of graduates are able to apply for a job. 

 The maximum success in the modernization of 
the higher educational system of RK can be achieved 
if all programm arrangements of the government ab-
sorb the maximum possible from positive American 
potential in the sphere of higher education along all 
major indicators of quality: the qualitive selection 
of school leavers, the qualitive teaching staff, the 
high level of organizing educational process, logis-
tic support, the developed infrastructure and amount 
of financing.

Introduction of decentralization of universities, 
provision of academic freedom will give a chance: 

– to cancel common standards and uniform cur-
riculum that hold back creative approach, creative 
initiative and healthy competition of universities for 
qualitive education.

– to raise responsibility of universities for orga-
nizing retraining of teachers for working with inno-
vative new technologies: providing free access to in-
formation resources for all students and professors , 
informatization and computerization of educational 
process, the introduction and expansion of distance 
education, for the need of formation of the market of 
online learning, for developing logistic support and 
infrastructures of universities, for raising the image 
of university and expansion of traditions, for devel-
opment of basic and applied research of priority di-
rections, for the creation of new technological parks 
and technopolises which should be linking points 
between production and training. 
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